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About This Game

Lords of Kingdoms is a multiplayer online war game. Turn your small castle into a mighty fortress and become ruler of the
greatest realm.

Features:

Build and manage your city, create new towns as you grow.

Three PVE modes: Wild Land, War of Honor and Expedition.

Five PVP modes: Support, Arena, Plunder, Destroy or Exile.

Tons of bonuses and rewards help new players grow fast.

Level up heroes or craft legendary artifacts to improve their abilities.

Watch battles in real time.

World conquest event for a game world starts in 60 days, the world enters a new period after that.

Supports rally attack.
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Implementing Your Feedback and Development Progression Videos!:

 Tune in to GDD. Patch Notes - Update #7:
Hi everyone.

Update #7 is up. Friend invites are now available!

Please note that until we improve the game's ui there's no ingame option to invite friends. In an online lobby simply open the
Steam Overlay and make an invite from the chat window. If you receive an invite please check that you're not currently in an
ongoing match before accepting.

Patch notes:

Added

Steam friend invites using the Steam Overlay.

Updated

Improved gun box pickup effect.

Fixed

Fixed online matches being listed as "test" (patch 6.a)

Fixed fx audio being over-compressed.

Corrected Celsius gun typo.

Bullet hit effects have been restored on clients.

Fixed an issue where the player AI would try to run in lan/online matches.

Fixed an issue where some AI portraits would appear heavily pixelated.

Sorry about the slight delay. Half the team was at a game development expo in Argentina and work slowed for a few days.
We're aiming to update the game every week with new content, as well as smaller patches for bug fixes.

Enjoy!. Unfortunately, with things as bad as they are I announce this.:
Solenars Edge II: Aurora of The Seventh Dawn was a game that was in hiatus much longer then the original Solenars Edge
Rebirth. Solenars Edge Rebirth was and is received poorly. RPG maker games get a bad rep and the Solenars Edge Series relies
on the maker. It unfortunately, for the wrong reasons doesn't get the attention and sales it deserves. Solenars Edge II: Aurora of
The Seventh Dawn would be a project that would spend a minimum of 6 months to be made and 2 months to get paid from.
Which could be like Solenars Edge Rebirth. Only around 1000 dollars for the entire year. During this current struggle, I cannot
afford to waste time and effort like that. Especially alone and without funding. So, sadly. I will have to prematurely cancel and
end production for Solenars Edge II: Aurora of The Seventh Dawn. Sequels are usually best for highly successful games that
usually fund themselves. This is not the case. Either way, I hope you did enjoy and continue to enjoy the Solenars Edge Series.
Keep in mind the end of the series is already finished in a 90 page short story book in your game's folder and you also have the
in-between after-story DLC. If you want to finish the lore, nothing is stopping you but yourself. I also want to take the time to
announce that just because I cancelled one project does not mean I am still not working. I am planning and working on two
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other games. One is an FPS, another is a secret. I will hopefully announce more details of the projects by the end of the year.
Thank you and happy holidays.. Prospekt - August Update!:
Hi everyone! Putting out an announcement today to just keep in touch. I've been quiet recently as i'm currently taking two
courses one in C++ and another in 3D modeling. I'm hoping this will benefit Prospekt and my ability to create some awesome
content for you all to play. I've also been playing a tonne of games to study designs and find inspiration.

I have a Prospekt update in the works that I will be rolling out soon, I would like to try and put some new things in that i've
picked up from my newly gained skills so I will be in touch with you all when I have something for you all to play.

Hope you are all good, thanks for supporting Prospekt!

Speak to you soon with another update!

Rich

. Aribeth's New Look, Steam Workshop, and Beta Early Access:
Last week's update introduced a number of features in preparation for a beta on Steam. It also gave us a first glimpse of the
brand new Aribeth character model, now available to view through Steam Workshop. While not final, this model shows the
standard for future Neverwinter Nights: Enhanced Edition content.

Catch the full stream here:
https://youtu.be/jaLoDNLP7Z0
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Steam Beta
Steam beta keys will be available this week. Watch for future announcements here and on Beamdog's social channels for more
information.

If you can't wait, pop on over to our beta Discord and request a key from BeamdogBetaManager.
https://discord.gg/fRKuujh. Luvocious is out!:
Please enjoy Luvocious as it is now officially released! I am happy to announce!
Thus concludes Team Syukino's games and I hope these games are enjoyed by many as time passes. Thank you very much! You
may now guess your storybook contest answers in the comments below. The winner will be picked on January 25th in a future
announcement!

*Please keep in mind to install the custom font inside of Luvocious' folder for a cleaner interface!*

*Storybook Winner was announced on Restoration's page!*. 2nd most popular new game on Steam is OURS! :):
We are sooo thrilled to announce that...

INNER VOICES IS #2 IN "POPULAR NEW GAMES" on Steam!!!. Inner Voices -50% off!:
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Celebrate Chinese New Year with Inner Voices - now on sale with 50% discount!

Don't miss the chance and ORDER NOW. Introducing the Neverwinter Nights: Enhanced Edition Development branch:
We heard you like betas for your betas. The Development beta branch for Neverwinter Nights: Enhanced Edition has just been
opened.
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This development branch will remain open beyond the launch of NWN:EE for brave souls to supply feedback on early versions
of features and fixes. Access it through the Beta tab after opening the game properties menu.

A full list of Development beta branch patch notes will be published as we release new builds.

Development Beta v8160 Patch Notes. Character Bios: Sara Brennan:
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Name: Sara Aveline Brennan
Date of birth: October 19th, 32 years old
Blood type: A

Sara Aveline Brennan is the main character of The Coroner Saga. She graduated a few years back with the highest degrees and
has since then worked here and there without staying too much in the same place.

Sensitive and stubborn, she always felt out of place around medical institutions throughout the country, until she finally knew
that her future would've been shaped around dead people. An accident (well, more an homicide in fact) occurred to a friend of
her grandmother when she was still a student was solved years later thanks to Sara's help, and the sense of justice she felt made
it absolutely clear she wanted to avenge the innocents' violent deaths by uncovering the truth behind them.

While most coroners are professionally detached from the decedants they work with, Sara's sensitive character makes her drown
into their families' emotions and grief and this spurs her even more in her job.

Coming from a caring and loving family, Sara grew emotionally balanced. She is still looking for her soulmate despite not
having much time between her work and her studies to actually find it properly. She doesn't care about genders as well, as long
as her partner is caring, funny and adventorous.
Make her laugh and you'll know you're on the right path to win her heart.
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